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SYNOPSIS

69 days of isolation, 7 apartments, 1 participatory video path.
On  March  9,  2020  in  response  to  the  exponential  growth  of  COVID-19  cases,  the  Italian
government makes self-isolation mandatory. 
During this period, seven of the twenty-five apartments making up Luoghi Comuni – a project of
social housing in the neighborhood of San Salvario in Turin – begin to express themselves with
their own camera. 
Job insecurity, instability of affects and loneliness do emerge. 
A single building in Turin becomes a window on many different worlds: Anna, Mamadou, Waleed
and Ajmeen, Simone,  Gil,  Sister  Miriam, Sister  Daisy,  Sister  Milena,  Regina and Gideon.  These
worlds are sharing the same uncertainty, the same anxiety for the future, taking refuge in the past
and in the most intimate affections to face the uncertainty of the present. 

DIRECTORS’ VISION

At the end of February 2020, for some personal reasons related to our life trajectories, we find
ourselves living in the temporary residence Luoghi Comuni of San Salvario, in Turin. 
From the first day spent in our apartment, we realized how the building is not a usual place, due
to the variety of people living it, with social and geographical different backgrounds, all sharing a
maximum stay of 18 months. 
When on the night of March 9 the Italian government ordered all citizens to stay in their homes to
counter the advance of COVID-19, we are in our living room as every night. Up to that moment we
didn’t know practically any of our neighbors. 
It seems to us, however, that everyone is moving in the same state of uncertainty in which we are.
So we get the urge to wonder how everyone is doing, now that everything is at a standstill. 
We have an idea: we propose to the residence managers to deliver handy-cams to the inhabitants
and we try to describe the residence life through a remote workshop of Participatory Video. 
Many of the inhabitants accept to participate.
As we give them videocameras, they put their lives on the line, questioning themselves, trying to
figure out how they are doing: what goes on and what does not, what they want and what is
scaring them.



We notice that the time which seems suspended, actually it is not. The lives of the inhabitants in
the  residence add  up,  lean  one  onto  another,  and  little  by  little  begin  to  sew together.  The
apparently motionless residence actually is teeming with situations, lives, projects and delusions. 
The  handy-cams  that  the  inhabitants  keep  on  the  nightstand before  going  to  bed,  that  are
forgotten turned on while having lunch at the kitchen table, that are used for filming the wisteria
under the window or the synagogue in front, become important tools to give meaning and shape
to thoughts. The daily life scenes, the video calls with more or less distant affections, the night
reflections on themselves and with themselves do transform into a choral self-narrative story of a
unitary building. 
For our part, we continue to follow the developments of the protagonists' stories on a daily basis,
asking them to send us the new shot material for giving them feedbacks and new indications.
All Our Worries is then a film that originates from a partial transfer of the camera to get to see
reality  through  the  eyes  of  those  who film it. The  protagonists'  self-narration  aims  to  return
personal worlds capable to delve into the intimate, describing various and distant contexts. 
All Our Worries was filmed from March 9 to May 18, 2020 during the first lockdown. However it is
not a film about the quarantine, rather a film originated in the vacuum time which the latter has
granted,  to get into  a  residence and the lives of  its inhabitants, looking for ideas on the human
condition  in  the  protagonists’  narratives;  to  describe  a building  in  Turin  center  as  a  small
microcosm able to become universal.



DIRECTORS

DAVIDE CRUDETTI

Davide Crudetti is author and director of documentary films, partner of

Zalab film production company. 

First  graduated in  DAMS at  the  University  of  Bologna,  in  2015  Davide

enrolled in the Directing Course at the National Film and Television School

of Rome (Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia CSC).

In  2016 he released his  first  documentary film “Mingong”,  awarded in

various national and international film festivals and distributed by Zalab. In

2018 he is  the author and director  of  “Flying Roots”,  a medium-length

documentary born from a participatory video workshop, then presented

at various national film festival and distributed through an international tour of twelve dates throughout Europe,

thanks to SIAE-Perchicrea contribution. 

In 2019 he curates  the  documentary direction of the documentary theatre “Libya. Back Home” by Paola Di Mitri,

produced by La Ballata dei Lenna and presented among others at Colline Torinesi Festival 2019, Internazionale Festival

at Ferrara 2019 and Romaeuropa Festival 2019. In 2020 he shoots the documentary film “All Our Worries”, produced

by Zalab in association with Cooperativa Atypica and with the sustain of Piemonte Film Fund and Regione Piemonte. In

2021 Davide wins the Zavattini Prize with his new documentary film project “Communists”. 

PAOLA DI MITRI

Paola Di Mitri is director, author and performer of theatre and cinema. 

She graduated in History of theatre at D.A.S.S. “La Sapienza” University of

Rome, with a research on avant-garde theatre at the Faculty of Arts du

Spectacle  at  the  University  of  Poitiers  in  France.  In 2011  she  also

graduated at the Civic Academy of Dramatic Art Nico Pepe of Udine, while

the following year  she founded the theatrical  company  La Ballata  dei

Lenna, with which she produced several works:  “La Protesta, una storia

italiana”  (2012),  “Cantare  all’amore”  (2013),  “Realitaly”  (2014)  and “Il

Paradiso degli idioti” (2015). 

In  2019 her work of  documentary theatre  “Libya.  Back Home” debuted at  Colline Torinesi  Festival,  Romaeuropa

Festival and Internazionale Festival of  Ferrara,  with a great success of public and critical.  In 2020  she signed the

direction of the documentary film “All Our Worries” produced by ZaLab in association with Cooperativa Atypica and

with the sustain of Piemonte Film Fund and Regione Piemonte. 

Actually she is engaged in the production of her next documentary theatre “Vita Amore Morte e Rivoluzione” and in

the  film  writing  of  “Communists”  by  Davide  Crudetti. Her  works  are  characterized  by  the  use  of  participatory

ethnographic observation, audiovisual  technologies, and the reuse of archival materials,  creating a close dialogue

between the performing arts and the cinema of reality. 



PROTAGONISTS

ANNA will soon leave Luoghi Comuni San 
Salvario. She has already packed up her 
things, her books and her old photographs.

She looks again at the apartment she lived in
and writes a poem:

“Non sono un gabbiano,

non nidifico ogni anno nello stesso posto,

né una rondine, semplicemente perché un nido

non ce l’ho,

ho queste stanze

e ci passo transitoria, lieve come in passo di danza.

È tempo di andare

qui sta finendo il mio tempo,

chissà chi abiterà queste mura dopo di me

non lo so ma spero che i muri trasudino per loro

la vita che mi hanno trasmesso

e il letto dove hanno abitato i miei sogni.”

REGINA E GIDEON

Regina is about to graduate, she studies and
at the same time she tries to distract her
child Gideon in various occupations. Gideon
looks out the window and anxiously dreams
of the moment when he can again leave the
house with his new scooter.

G – Mamma, but no one is there?

R – There is no one because everyone  is inside.

G – Inside? 

R – Yes, everyone is at home.



MADRE MYRIAM, SUOR DAISY, SUOR 
MILENA

Easter last year. Mother Myriam, Sister 
Daisy and Sister Milena toast for a good 
omen, waiting for the reopening of their 
Kindergarten.

“Today the Virgin Mary is with us and we are here to 
invoke her to end this pandemic, this sad and painful 
period.”

MAMADOU tries to overcome boredom by
turning around the empty building. Every 
day he talks with his best friends on video 
call: Oufmi in Spain and Billo in USA. They 
turn the cameras of the phones to show 
others where they live and they fantasize 
about when they will see each other, all 
being together again – who knows where.

B – Oh petit, I swear I’ll come see you.

M – Yes, let’s organize!

B – Hopefully! You who are in Europe talk and talk, 
and then never do things.



WALEED and AJMAEEN have been 
friends for long time.

They met each other looking for their 
first home in Italy and since then they 
have not been separated.

Since they cannot go to the office, they 
work one in front of the other, sitting at 
the kitchen table, each one with his own 
laptop. 

In the evening they sit on the sofa and 
watch a movie.

W – What are the plans for tomorrow? 

A – The same as today. 

W – The world is tired, isn’t it?

A – Yes. 

SIMONE spends his days in the
apartment at Luoghi Comuni San
Salvario watching TV news, following the
lessons in videoconference and talking
with the mother through Alexa. 

One day he dusts off an old analog that
belonged to his father. Every day he
takes a picture to tell him about his day,
through the shots he finds a way to talk
to him again.

click:

“Hello dad”



GIL works for Just Eat, between one 
delivery and another film a deserted 
Turin, inhabited by workers like him 
who, forced to dart by bike, cannot 
exchange more than a quick "hello". 
During his travels, he reflects on what 
it means to be precarious, the lack of 
contractual protection, his future 
dreams.

“All the time you spend doing these things, it’s 
not constructive, it’s not curriculable.

At the end, who is interested in your 
experience as a rider?

To nobody.”


